TERMS and CONDITIONS
Advertising Online Business
For
World Class Company
Across
National Global Marketing
AAAGB websites are owned and operated by InterConsult21.
Before using our services please read the terms and conditions set out below. By accessing or using any part of
AAAGB websites, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions. If you do not wish to be bound by
these terms, you may not use or access interconsult21 websites.
We reserve the right to amend or revise these terms and conditions without notice to you.

1.

TRADEMARKS

AAAGB websites and the AAAGB Logos are the trademarks of InterConsult21. All other logos and product names or company
Names are the property of their respective owners.
2.

COPYRIGHT and INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

AAAGB respects the importance of copyright. We expect our Customers to do the same.
Intellectual Property Rights including all patents, database rights, copyright, design rights (whether registered or unregistered),
Trade Marks (whether registered or unregistered), and other similar rights wherever existing in the World together with the right
to apply for protection of the same are vested with InterConsult21. You are not authorized to alter, modify, delete, copy,
reproduce, sell or transmit any part thereof in any manner. InterConsult21 websites contain Logos, URL and additional
Advertising Materials related to AAAGB´s Customers, which are covered by their copyright.
3.

PRIVACY

Our Privacy Policy governs use of InterConsult21 National / Global websites and the Service. However, InterConsult21 may
modify such information as may be required by law.

4.

NO RESALE OF SITE

You agree not to reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, resell or exploit for any commercial purposes, any portion of AAAGB´s Sites
or abuse of the Sites.
5.

MODIFICATIONS TO SITE

AAAGB strives to improve its Service and promotion of your Online Business. AAAGB reserves the right at any time and from
time-to-time to modify or discontinue, temporarily or permanently, the Sites (or any part thereof) with or without notice. You
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agree that AAAGB shall not be liable to you or to any third party for any modification, suspension, or discontinuance of the
Sites.

6.

YOUR REGISTRATION OBLIGATIONS

AAAGB represents you to your National and your selected Global Market. You agree to provide accurate, up-to-date and
complete information about yourself, your Company and activities as requested.
Untrue, incomplete or not up-to-date information give the right to AAAGB to terminate or refuse any Business with you and
your Company.
7.

LIMITED PLACES

AAAGB has limited places. Receiving an order does not necessary mean a final accept. AAAGB will notify you about any
shortage.
8.

NEWS IN EACH COUNTRY

Advertisers with AAAGB has the right to communicate their Business to any place in the Globe at their own language, local
language or English.
Advertisers can actively use the News facility to promote their products / services at remote market. Advertising in local or not
English language should be in html format.
AAAGB does not control or pre-screen the User Content posted via email, as such, does not guarantee the accuracy, integrity,
appropriateness, or quality of such User Content. Advertisers can be held liable for any illegal or prohibited User Content they
provide to the Site.
Advertisers are fully responsible for the content of their text and any breach of the overall terms for the User agreement as well
as the privacy agreement will lead to the immediate termination.
9.

RELEASES

AAAGB will periodically release information about its own Business. The Releases are considered as part of our commitment to
promote the Advertisers Business. AAAGB may seek Professional Experts, Distinguished Guests, Government Officials,
Ambassadors and Reputed Persons in the Globalization Effort. The opinion of these may not reflect the opinion of AAAGB.
AAAGB shall not be responsible or liable, directly or indirectly for the opinion of those Experts.
10.

LINKS AND PROMOTION BY THIRD PARTY

AAAGB is not involved in the MLM or Networking Business. Third parties may provide information, that reference or link to
other AAAGB´s Web sites or resources. AAAGB has no control over such sites and resources, and you acknowledge and agree
that AAAGB is not responsible for the content or information contained therein. AAAGB cannot and does not guarantee,
represent, or warrant that the content or information contained in such third-party sites is accurate, legal and/or inoffensive.
AAAGB does not control the content or information of any third-party site or resource. By Advertising with AAAGB, you agree
and understand that AAAGB shall not be responsible or liable, directly or indirectly, for any damages or loss caused by Third
Parties.
11.

PASSWORDS AND SECURITY

As per today, Most Sites are open without restriction. Protected Sites will be accessed by delivered User-Id and Password. You
are responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of the User-ID and Password, and are fully responsible for all activities that
occur under your User-ID and Password.
You agree to immediately notify AAAGB of any unauthorized use or any breach of security. AAAGB cannot and will not be
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liable for any loss or damage arising from your security failure.
12.

SUSPENSION AND/OR TERMINATION RIGHTS

AAAGB reserves the right, at its sole discretion, immediately and without notice, to suspend or terminate the Terms and
Conditions of Use of this Agreement. That includes but not limited to, your Advertising for any Strategy, your ability to utilize
any email services offered on the Site, and/or to remove any Advertising Content, for any reason, including without limitation any
breach by you of the Terms and Conditions of Use or conduct by you that AAAGB determines to be inappropriate. You agree that
AAAGB shall not be liable to you or any third party for any suspension or termination pursuant to this provision.
13.

BACK UP

AAAGB will utilize your delivered materials with absolute care and discretion. However, AAAGB will not maintain your
information or any delivered material except those agreed upon. AAAGB urge you to Backup any delivered materials to or from
us.
You are fully aware and understand that AAAGB may release information about you if required by Law.
14.

DISCLAIMER

InterConsult21 is committed to the highest standard of quality information and every attempt has been made to present up to date
and accurate information.
Although InterConsult21 takes all reasonable measures to ensure that the information provided to it from third parties is accurate
and not offensive, it cannot control the content or take responsibility for any delivered materials by external providers.
InterConsult21 gives no warranty as to the accuracy of the information on this web site and accepts no liability for any loss,
damage or inconvenience caused as a result of reliance on such information.
15.

LIMITATION OF DAMAGES

Neither InterConsult21 nor any of its Owners, Directors, Employees, Agents, Suppliers, Contractors, Subsidiaries, Sponsors or
Licensees will be liable to any third party for any direct, indirect or other consequential loss arising from the use of AAAGB`s
websites or any other site linked to us.
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